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International Student? 

International students follow the 
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play learner profile attributes in 
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for each student to be named 

an International Student each 

week. International Students are 

recognized during the an-

nouncements on Monday morn-

ings and earn points for their In-

ternational Star Club calendars.  

 

 

  

 
 

Counseling, Jennifer Tanner 

Within the second unit, scholars continued to focus on skills for learning in the 

classroom with the Second Step Social and Emotional Learning Curricu-

lum.  Kindergarten through second graders worked on self-talk and staying on 

task while third through fifth graders took an in-depth look at ways to prevent 

bullying.      

Empathy and conflict resolution skills were developed in the kindergarten who 

we are unit.  First graders began learning how to identify another person’s 

feelings, and they also learned about being assertive. In their sharing the 

planet unit they learned about how some people have limited access to 

nourishment.  That understanding proved valuable in learning the importance 

of asking for help when needed.  Second graders made the connection with 

the key concept of perspective in their how we express ourselves unit. Schol-

ars learned to look for verbal and nonverbal clues to determine how others 

are feeling.  Scholars noticed that they could have different feelings about 

the same event (i.e. a roller coaster ride).  This social skill is the beginning of 

showing and understanding empathy.  Third through fifth grade scholars read 

and discussed the Weird series.   Each book told a bullying related story from a 

different perspective.  Third graders created “NO BULLYING” signs to be 

placed throughout the school where bullying might occur.     

Additional counseling activities focused on bullying prevention and drug 

awareness.  The school community completed its first No Place for Hate activ-

ity for the year by of creating a school unity chain.  This chain represents a 

pledge to treat everyone fairly, be kind to everyone, and report bullying to a 

teacher.   Unity Day was celebrated on October 20; scholars and staff wore 

orange to show unity for kindness, acceptance, and inclusion and send a visi-

ble message that no child should ever experience bullying. During Red Ribbon 

Week, scholars displayed their understanding of what it means to be drug free 

and enjoyed a variety of special dress days and guest speakers.   

Fifth grade students “SOCK it to 
Drugs” by wearing crazy and silly 
socks. 

 

Scholars and staff wear orange in 
commitment to making our 
school a bully free zone. 

The school community created a 
unity chain to stand firm against 
bullies and bullying behavior.   
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Library, Kacy Hellings 

The library was busy throughout the second unit of inquiry. Learning of library skills connected to the units of inquiry so 

students get real opportunities to use library resources with a purpose.  Unit two was very engaging for all students.  

Students in kindergarten always enjoy hearing and discussing good stories, characters, and their favorite parts of a 

book. Stories read aloud in library connected to their how we organize ourselves unit. The students learned the differ-

ence between fiction and nonfiction and sorted books to show their understanding. In their who we are unit, they are 

discussing relationships found in stories.  The students were introduced to call numbers on library books and how the 

library shelves are organized. They are soaking it up! First graders excitedly to checked out library books. They respon-

sibly returned books on Thursdays and improved their skills at finding books on library shelves, using shelf markers to 

pull books from the shelves, and using their ZPD guides to inform their choices. One connection to the classroom to 

their sharing the planet unit was learning that sometimes access to favorite books is limited when someone else al-

ready checked out a book.  

The second grade classes explored digital re-

sources and used creativity for their how we ex-

press ourselves unit. Students worked with a part-

ner to plan a four page story to be told through 

the Scratch Jr. coding app. It was fun to watch 

students engage with this digital resource. The 

third grade students explored books about visual 

arts in connection with their how we express our-

selves unit. They read about the pop art move-

ment and Andy Warhol and students created 

their own pop art using their favorite library books. 

They learned some computer skills while creating their work using Google Drawing as a tool.  

The fourth grade students used library resources and online resources to research questions 

they formulated to delve deeper into their sharing the planet unit. They used World Book 

Online, MAGNOLIA, and the online card catalog to identify resources available in the 

school library. These tools will prove beneficial as they complete research over the next 

years. The fifth graders extended their how we organize ourselves unit in library through a 

read aloud of A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park. While listening to the text, the stu-

dents cut and pieced together a giant map of Africa.  In their homeroom classrooms the 

fifth grade students learned about different forms of government and their related inquiries 

took them into Sudan and South Sudan.  They explored the reasons for the split in those 

countries and what life is/was like for people living there.   

The library is always busy! On open library days, when classes are not scheduled, students 

constantly came in for new books or provide updates on their AR progress. The school li-

brary checked out almost 3000 books in the first 12 weeks of school! Students meeting both 

AR goals in term one celebrated with a “FALLing in love with reading” celebration. Term 2 

AR successes will be celebrated in December.   

Music, Larry Weems 

Foundational music skills and unit of inquiry connections were made at all grade levels during the second unit.   

Kindergarten students studied the musical terms for fast, slow, middle, up, and down (presto = fast, largo = slow, mod-

erato = medium, ascent = up, and descent = down). Songs and games were used to help reinforce the terms; the 

students found the games exciting, and they really enjoyed the song selections that were used. The first graders ex-

plored dances from around the world. Some of these included the African steps, the hula, tap dancing, and hip hop. 

They viewed tutorial videos and tried out the different danced.  They also learned a history of how each dance 

evolved throughout the years.  

The second graders learned about improvisation in music and used dancing to help retain skills related to improvisa-

tion. They also watched short clips from the TV show “Soul Train” to help them realize how the featured dancers had 

Third grade students proudly displayed their library book pop art.  

Fifth grade students assembled a 
giant map of Africa in connection 
with their inquiry into Sudan and 
South Sudan. 
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different dancing styles.  The dancers used creativity and thinking skills to dance in re-

sponse to the music.  This was contrasted with current dancing styles in which students do 

the exact same dance. The third graders investigated historical musical periods. Beginning 

with the Baroque period and ending with the Classical periods, the students focused on fa-

mous artists and well-known compositions from those musical periods. In addition, they 

learned about different living conditions from those time periods.  

The fourth graders created their own unique instruments. The students viewed episodes of 

Fat Albert and the Gang to see how the characters created their own instruments.  In con-

nection with their sharing the planet unit, the students focused on reusing everyday materi-

als (e.g. rubber bands, cardboard, water bottles, cups, etc.) to create their instruments.  

Each student made five instruments, including a chordophone and a membranophone.  

The fifth graders critically listened to and analyzed music to identify hidden messages.  This 

moved them to listen to music for meaning instead of beat alone.  They listened to negro 

spirituals to explore hidden messages in those songs and how the messages were used to 

help slaves escape slavery. 

Spanish, Naomi Mays 

During unit two, Spanish language learning connected to the transdisciplinary themes of how we express ourselves, 

how we organize ourselves, and sharing the planet.  

Kindergarteners worked on learning more about family members in Spanish. Scholars ex-

plored the traditions and customs of people in the Spanish speaking world and how differ-

ent holidays are celebrated. Kindergarten scholars completed interactive activities fo-

cused on expressing to others the celebrations or holidays that they take part in. First grad-

ers learned more about nutrition and the nourishment that is accessible to different groups 

of people around the world. Scholars explored different types of food Spanish speakers use 

to meet their nutrition needs. In addition, they learned about the Spanish food groups and 

how to create a balanced plate. First grade scholars also learned Spanish vocabulary for 

food and learned to classify foods according to their food groups. Then they created 

Spanish books on the food groups using their knowledge of food vocabulary in Spanish. 

Second grade scholars explored expressing their likes and dislikes in Spanish. They also 

learned how to react to music and art by Spanish speaking artists using Spanish words and 

phrases. Second graders learned more about the words for the days of the week and time 

markers used in the Spanish language. Third grade scholars explored art from different 

Spanish speaking artists, focusing specifically on the works of Frida Kahlo and Diego Ve-

lasquez. Students also learned the elements of art in Spanish as well as exploring how to utilize these different art ele-

ments. The scholars created various pieces of art inspired by Spanish speaking artist. 

Fourth grade scholars practiced their writing skills by writing poetry about "la naturaleza" or "nature." Scholars took 

their learning outdoors to explore how la naturaleza affects humans. They examined Spanish speaking poets and 

their poems to draw inspiration for how to appreciate la naturaleza. Scholars also learned about nonrenewable re-

sources and renewable resources in a Spanish lecture. Fifth grade scholars explored the history of the Spanish in the 

Americas. Scholars learned more about how "la perspectiva" or "perspective" influences the retelling of history. Schol-

ars also practiced conjugating verbs that end in -ar in the present tense and practiced speaking and writing using 

the new verb forms they learned. 

 

 

A first grade scholar creates a 
book on the food groups in Span-
ish. 

A fourth grade scholar plays a 
chordophone he created with card-
board and rubber bands.   


